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Direct Measurements in Nuclear Astrophysics

and related difficulties

Ø Very small cross section values reflect in a faint 

statistic;

Ø Very low signal-to-noise ratio makes hard the 

investigation at astrophysical energies;
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§ Ec.m.(keV) << Ecoul (MeV) Exponential decrease of cross section due to Coulomb barrier

S(E) = E s(E) exp(2ph)

S(E) represents the intrinsically

nuclear part of cross section and

for non-resonant reaction is a

smoothly varying function of

energy.

Ø Instead of the cross section, the S(E)-factor is 

introduced



Electron Screening Effect

3He + d à 4He + p

M. Aliotta et al., Nucl. Phys. 

A690, 790 (2001)

Atomic electrons screen the nuclear charges thus determining an enhancement 

of the cross section at the lowest energies.

Ue: Screening potential

Even in those few cases where direct measurements have been possible (light

nuclei) thanks to improved experimental techniques, the presence of the atomic

electron has prevented to measure the bare-nucleus cross section, which

constitutes the main nuclear input in astrophysisc.

S(E)s= S(E)bexp(πhUe/E)

AGAIN EXTRAPOLATION FROM HIGHER ENERGIES!!



Electron screening: present (unsatisfactory) status…
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Large discrepancy for the Ue

values between theoretical

(atomic physics and/or solid

state physics) and

experimental values for a

large number of reactions
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Values of Ue were estimated

for several reactions by

means of comparison

between direct data with

extrapolations

An independent

measure of Ue is

needed



Indirect Method in Nuclear Astrophysics

Determination of astrophysically relevant cross section by selecting a precise

reaction mechanism in a suitable chosen reaction and through the application of

some theoretical consideration:

Coulomb dissociation

Asympotic Normalization Coefficient (ANC)

Trojan Horse Method (THM) …allows to deduce a charged-particle

bare-nucleus two-body cross section

A+x à b+B

inside the Gamow window by selecting

the Quasi-Free (QF) contribuiton to an 

appropriate three-body reaction

A+aàb+B+s

performed at energies well above the 

Coulomb barrier...

Some references about THM:

-G. Baur et al., Nucl. Phys. A 458, 188 

(1986)

-R. Tribble et al., Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 

106901 (2014)

-C. Spitaleri et al., EpJA 55, 161 (2019)

-A. Tumino et al., Ann. Rev. Nuc. Part. 

Science, 71 (accepted)



The Trojan Horse Method I

ü The QF A + a → b + B + s reaction between the projectile A and the target

a can be described by the polar-diagram:

ü Upper pole describes the break-up

process of nucleus a in its “x” and “s”

constituents. The break-up is Quasi-

Free if s maintains in the exit channel

the same momentum distribution as

in a;

ü The nucleus a (the so-called “TH-nucleus”) is chosen because of: 

• its large amplitude in the a=x⊕s cluster configuration;

• its relatively low-binding energy;

• Its known x-s momentum distribution |Φ(pS)|
2 in a.

ü In this picture, “s” behaves as spectator while nucleus “x” is the participant

of the astrophysical A(x,b)B reaction (Impulse Approximation approach).

ü Lower pole describes the astrophysically relevant two-body reaction 

A(x,b)B;

S

b

A

a

B

Direct break-up 

x

2-body reaction
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The A(a,bB)s is induced at energies of the order 

of 20-50 MeV, higher than the Coulomb barrier 

in the entrance A-a channel.

The A-x interaction occurs directly in the nuclear 

field, thus Coulomb suppression effects are 

naturally removed.

The Trojan Horse Method II

The cross section for the A(a,bB)s process can 

be derived in the simple PWIA approach as

Ø |Φ(pS)|
2 is a key quantity to be determined in each THM experiment!
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Ø The A-x reaction is induced at energies Ec.m.=EbB-Q2body, where EbB is

the relative b-B energy and Q2body the A(x,b)B Q-value. This allows to

cover the energy region of interest for astrophysics by using only a

mono-energetic beam!



A THM application: the case of the 17O(p,α)14N reaction

Stellar temperatures of primary importance for 17O nucleosynthesis:

T=0.01-0.1 GK for red giant, AGB, and massive stars;

T=0.1- 0.4 GK for classical nova explosion

T=0.01-0.4 GK: 17O(p,α)14N reaction cross section have to be precisely known in 

the center-of-mass energy range Ec.m.=0.017-0.37 MeV.

In this energetic region, two resonant levels of 18F are important for 17O(p,α)14N 

reaction:
ü Ec.m. = 65.0 keV Jπ = 1-

ü Ec.m. = 183.3 keV Jπ = 2-

corresponding to Ex = 5.673 MeV and Ex = 5.786 MeV respectively.

A. Chafa et al., Phys. Rev. C 75 035810, (2007)

J. Newton et a., Phys. Rev. C 75, 055808, (2007)

B.H. Moazen et al., Phys. Rev. C 75, 065801, (2007)

D. Scott et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 202501, (2012)

A. Di Leva et al., Phys. Rev. C 89, 015803, (2014)

Works focussed on 183 keV resonance up to 2015:

One work focussed on 65 keV resonance: J.C. Blackmon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74 , 2642 (1995)8



The experiment

Two ionization chambers filled with

60 mbar of isobuthan gas as ΔE

detector were in front of PSD1 and

PSD4 detector

14N

n

17O

2H

α

direct break-up 

p

17O+d      14N+ α +n

17O+p      14N+ α

Trojan Horse 

Method

DETECTOR LNS NSL

1 (4) 5.1°-10.1° 5.0°-10.0°

2 (5) 13.8°-21.2° 13.1°-18.1°

3 (6) 24.4°-31.2° 23.8°-28.8°

Two different measurement runs:

1) LNS – Catania (2006) (Sergi et. al., Phys. Rev. C 82, 032801(R) (2010))                                 

2) Ebeam= 41 MeV, Target thickness ~ 150 μg/cm2

3) NSL – Notre Dame, USA (2008) (Sergi et al., Phys. Rev. C 91, 065803 (2015))                    

Ebeam= 43.5 MeV, Target thickness ~ 150 μg/cm2
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A consideration on the experimental approach: detectors 

placement around the quasi-free angles

Thus, it is possible determine a couple

of angles for the two particles “b” and

“B” corresponding to zero-momentum

for “s”

b

B


Pa =


Pb +

PB +

Ps

Ea +Q = Eb +EB +Es

!
"
#

By considering the momentum and energy conservation laws for the reaction A(a,bB)s, it is possible

to write the following system

If the relative motion of the spectator particle occurs maily with l=0, it will

possible to assume Ps=0, that is Es=0. By using this assumption, the system

can be written as

Ea +Q = Eb +EB

Pa = Pb cosϑ b +PB cosϑB

0 = Pbsinϑ b +PBsinϑB

!

"
#

$
#

QF-angular pairs in the hypothesis of a break-up process for 

the 2H(17O,α14N)n induced with beam energy of 41 MeV.

This allows then to determine the experimental 

apparatus:

14N detection à 5°<θ14N<10°;

α detection à5°<θα<10°;

à14°<θα<21°;



Selection of the 2H(17O, α14N)n reaction channel

ü N particles were selected with the standard 

ΔE-E technique in both telescopes 1 and 4

ü The loci events in E1

vs E5 and E4 vs E2 for 

the 2H(17O, α14N)n

reaction were deduced

Good agreement with the theoretical 

value -1.033 MeV

ü Good detector 

calibration procedure!!

ü Good reaction channel 

selection!!

LNS exp

NSL exp
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It is important to select particles coming from the excited 18F 

nucleus. However, the 14N+α+n exit channel can be fed through

different reaction mechanism

To  evaluate the presence of SD and  

disentangle the QF mechanism from the SD 

ones:

ü study of relative energy spectra

ü study of the correlation between the 

three-body cross section and the spectator 

momentum

Study of sequential mechanisms

Quasi-Free mechanism (QF)

Sequential Decay (SD)

18



Study of the presence of SD mechanism: relative energy two

dimensional plots

The clear horizontal loci in E14N-α

represent an evidence for the 

formation of the 18F excited states.
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Are Sequential Mechanism (SM) present in THM data?

This investigation returns an 66% of QF reaction mechanism, 29%

contribution of the combinatorial background and a 5% contribution of SD

owing to the population on the 15N states
14

2H(17O,α 14N)n yield as a function of E14N,

Eα, E14N-α and E14N-n for QF angular couple

θ14N= 6.0°±0.5° and θα= 21.0°±0.5.

The black line is a fit of the coincidence

yield obtained by taking in to account SD

(green line), QF (blue line), combinatorial

background (red line) contributions

summed incoherently.

For each fixed angular pair (θ14N, θα) the fit

was performed for the E14N spectrum and

the obtained weights for the SD and QF

processes were used to reproduce the Eα,

E14N-α and E14N-n spectra without any further

adjustment of the deduced fitting

parameters.



QF selection via Momentum Distribution 

investigation: PWIA vs DWBA

Hulthénà FWHM=60 MeV/c

DWBA à FRESCO CODE 

∝|Φ(ps)|
2

KF 

dΩα dΩ14NdEcm

d3σ

ü The PWIA approach allows one to

exctract the experimental momentum

distribution via the relation:
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In order to separate the different contributions on this

cross section, a fit of the nuclear cross section has been

performed.

Extraction of:

ü Resonance energies

ü Peak value of the two resonances: used to derive the 

resonance strengths ωγ (case of narrow resonances)

ü Vertical error bars (about 18%, only statistical)

Trojan Horse Cross section

The extracted two-body differential cross section

has been integrated in the whole angular range,

assuming that in the region where no experimental

angular distribution are available, their trend is

given by the fit of the obtained experimental

angular distribution.

LNS exp

NSL exp



These values are, within the

experimental errors, in agreement:

ü with the value 5.5+1.8
-1.0 ·10-9 eV

adopted in NACRE, (Γα=130 eV

measured by Mak’80 and Γp=22 neV

found by Blackmon’95)

ü with the (4.7±0.8)·10-9 eV

calculated by using the value of Γα and

Γp reported in Chafa’07

The ωγ parameter for the 65 keV resonant level

and reaction rate

The strength of the resonance at 65 keV is

given from the ratio between the peak

value N1 and N2 through the relation:

For an isolated and narrow resonance:

where NA<σv>R is expressed in cm3 mol-1 sec-1, ER and ωγ in MeV and S(E0) in MeV b. 

Z1 and Z2 are the projectile and the target atomic number respectively.

Sergi et al., Phys. Rev. C 91, 065803 (2015)

M. La Cognata et al., Astrophys. J. 708, 796 (2010)



Reaction rate determination

N
A
σ v

tot

THM

= N
A
σ v

tot

Iliadis

− N
A
σ v

65keV

Iliadis

+ N
A
σ v

65keV

THM

T=0.02-0.07 GK: the differences between the rate adopted in literature and the total

rate calculated, if one considers the NA<σv>65
THM extracted as explained before, is～

30%. 

Astrophysical impact on AGB and RGB scenario made in Palmerini S. et al., ApJ, 764 

(2013) for the LNS run.

The THM reaction rate was calculated by considering the weighted average

value of ωγ=(3.42±0.60) x 10-9 eV for the 65 keV resonance.

Ratio between the THM reaction

rate and direct one

The red band marks the reaction-

rate interval allowed by

experimental uncertainties on the

65 keV resonance strength only.

The blue band, instead, is used to

display the range on uncertainty

characterizing direct data (Iliadis et

al. 2010).Sergi et al., Phys. Rev. C 91, 065803 (2015)



Are direct data affected by electron screening?

fenh
th
=1.148

H. Assenbaum, K. Langanke, and C. Rolfs, Z. Phys. 327, 461 (1987).

Ue

THM
=
log[ fenh (E)]⋅ERi

πη(ERi
)

=1356 eV

a factor 2.3 larger than the adiabatic upper limit Ue
ad= 594 eV

(ωγ )Chafa = (4.7± 0.8) ⋅10
−9 (ωγ )

THM
= (3.42± 0.60) ⋅10

−9

Strengths of the 65 keV resonance in the (p,α) channel:

In the hypothesis of electron screening effect

This has to be compared with the theoretical

value: 

An estimate of the electron screening potential Ue
THM leads to: 

Further confirmation of the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical data for Ue values
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THM and NEUTRON INDUCED REACTION

Experimental difficulties:

ü No acceleration (neutral charge)

ü No target (half life time: 885.7 ± 0.8 sec)
ü neutron beam production (ex. monoenergetic spectra….)

ü inverse kinematics (efficiency <30%)

A

a

b

B

s=p

x=n

6Li(n,α)3H

10B(n,α)7Li

17O(n,α)14C

14N(n,p)14C

7Be(n,α)4He  

7Be(n,p)7Li 

18F(n,α)15O    

Validity test

s-process

Radioactive
beams

application

THM application:

Trojan Horse nucleus a à d = p+n

A + a → b + B + s 

A +n → + B + b n target or projectile

see talk Alessandro Oliva



14N(n,p)14C reaction
Importance of the reaction in astrophysics:

ü s-processes

üOrigin of fluorine in the AGBs He burning shell

14C

p

14N

2H

p

direct break-up 

n

Trojan Horse
Method

Detectors 
Thickness

[μm]

θ

[deg]

r

[cm]

Δθ

[deg]

A1 (STRIP) 500 5.0 ± 0.1 80 ±1.8

ΔA1(STRIP) 20 5.0 ± 0.1 80 ±1.8

B1(STRIP) 1000 25.0 ± 0.1 25
±5.7

B2(PSD) 500 40.0 ± 0.1 25 ±5.7

14N

CD2

A1

B1

B2 

ΔA1

Ebeam (
14

N)= 40 MeV



14N(n,p)14C
studied by 2H(14N,p14C)1H 

Reaction channel selection….

Z=6

Z=7

and QF mechanism selection….

Ø Good agreement with the 
theoretical value Qtheor.=-1.599 

MeV
Ø correct selection of the reaction 

channel;

Ø good calibration procedure
Ø no SD mechanism

For the selected 

events

(Z=6), the 

obtained 

experimental 

Qvalue spectrum 

is …



E15N* (MeV)

c
o

u
n

ts

0.402 MeV

0.460 MeV

0.605 MeV

0.782 MeV

0.930 MeV

1.043 MeV

1.109 MeV

1.132 MeV

1.262 MeV

1.312 MeV

1.494 MeV

1.660 MeV

1.718 MeV

2.087 MeV

2.171 MeV

2.316 MeV

2.341 MeV

2.529 MeV

2.557 MeV

- Covering of the astrophysical relevant energy

region;

- Data analysis is still in progress!

Ecm (MeV)

-0.029 MeV

E15N* (MeV)




